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We are a team of specialists who carry out comprehensive,
efficient and custom made projects within AV, control and
lighting.

Supported by a human team of experienced professionals,
passionate about their work and direct support of our
partners, we design projects that are characterized by their high
quality and sense of aesthetics, which allows us to create unique
spaces that positively impact people's lives.

WE TURN TECHNOLOGY
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From detailed engineering to final delivery, our team
makes sure to solve challenges no matter their size or
complexity to ensure commissioning.

Our customer-centric approach drive us to a constant
search to understand and improve spaces so that projects
reach their maximum potential and generate unique
experiences for people.

Through interdisciplinary collaboration in the early
stages of the project, we make sure to guide the end
customer to design the best solution.
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3. OPTIMIZATION & SUPPORT

2. COORDINATION & INSTALLATION

1. CONCEPTING & DESIGN
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Architectural Acoustics

Architectural Lighting

Audio and Video

Broadcasting

Collaboration Tools

Control

Digital Signage

Interactive Solutions

Lighting control

Project Design & Concepting

Projectors and Monitors

Room Scheduling

Shades 

Unified communications

EXPERTISE
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Services
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AV & Lighting design with your preferred brands

Budgeting

CAD Services

Line drawings of signal flows

Sales proposals

Scope of work

Simulations

System design 

DESIGN & PLANNING
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ENGINEERING & PROGRAMMING
Crestron & Control4 Programming

Project engineering

System design

Remote Troubleshooting 
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PROJECTS EMPLOYEES
delivered YEARS

EXPERIENCE 
full time
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+1600 +15 +40of
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Advance Level (Lv.4)
SI Certification

LED Signage Product
And Solutions 

OFFICIAL PARTNER

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crestron Lighting Control
System Programming
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ENGINEERS TECHNICIANSARCHITECTS12 6 10PM, Electronic, energy, design, 
programmers, mechanical,
production. 

CAD, Lighting, Interior Design A/V,  Electricians, Cabling,
Networking

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CTI-P101 Crestron Lighting
Control System Programming

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crestron Lighting Control
System Programming

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crestron Lighting Control
System Programming
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FL, USA

AUSTRALIA

PANAMÁ

CALI

NEIVA

CHOCÓ

MEDELLÍN

CARTAGENA

VALLEDUPAR

SANTA MARTA

INÍRIDA

CÚCUTA

BOGOTÁ

GUAJIRA

VILLAVICENCIO

BARRANQUILLA

We have designed and executed
projects all over Colombia for 15 years
and from 2020 we are designing
projects internationally.
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A project focused on increasing collaboration and
classroom uptime. Teachers can start a presentation with 
a touch of a touch screen, initiate an interactive projection
and share images wirelessly.

 
The IT team can solve issues remotely, reducing time 
spent troubleshooting and collect insights on classroom
usage.

Global Portfolio | Education Projects

MARYMOUNT SCHOOL

Acoustic design, Control, Audio, Video, Collaboration, Paging System 
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UNIVERSIDAD DEL NORTE

A turnkey project with the objective of implementing the
latest audiovisual technologies and collaboration, but at the
same time it had to be so easy to use that it does not
require an operator for day to day use.

Acoustics, Control, Audio, Video, Lighting, Videoconferencing, Carpets 





This Cultural Center is composed of 4 spaces: The main
theater, 2 small auditoriums and a convention center that
can be further divided into 4 smaller spaces through
acoustic divisions.

It has the best technology to attend from lectures to 
cultural presentations and concerts.

UNIVERSIDAD
DEL ATLÁNTICO

Global Portfolio | Education Projects

Acoustics, Control, Audio, Video, Architectural and Show Lighting, Courtains 





RESIDENTIAL
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This project located in the Rosales area, is a project that
demonstrates all that a smart home can achieve. It
seamlessly integrates design, technology, comfort and
functionality. Each of the spaces was meticulously
designed to combine dramatic, welcoming and impactful
lighting.

Global Portfolio | Residential Projects

PROJECT GS | BOGOTÁ

Acoustics, Home Cinema, Distributed Audio, Video,  Lighting, Control, Shades, Voice
assistants, Power conditioning, fireplaces, recording studio





PROJECT R&R | BOGOTÁ

The R&R project is a space that reflects the client’s
identity: “In my head was always the idea of making our
home a place that reveals who we are: travelers,
passionate about fashion, design and stubbornly
dreamers."

 
“The state-of-the-art technology used for lighting, sound
and automation complement the design in order to create
unique experiences in every corner of the home."

Global Portfolio | Residential Projects

 Lighting, Control, Audio, Video 





Our showrooms are a clear example of how technology and
good design can achieve the transformation of different types
of spaces.

In them you will find an exhibition of all our lines in 
environments that are a source of inspiration for our 
 visitors and collaborators.

We start from people’s needs to find the solutions that will
allow them to be more efficient and enjoy every corner 
by combining perfect lighting, hidden and easy-to-use 
technology, acoustically pleasant environments and subtle
elements that make them unique.

Global Portfolio | Residential Projects

SCHALLERTECH
EXPERIENCE CENTERS



— Barranquilla — BogotáSHOWROOM SCHALLER SCHALLER HOUSE 



MINOTTI & MIELE MOLTENI&C / DADA — Bogotá — Bogotá



SCHALLERTECH OFFICES DESIGN LAB OFFICE— Barranquilla — Bogotá
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It is a space that manages to evoke emotions thanks to its
magical and cozy atmosphere.

The moments experienced in this place remain engraved 
in the memory as a result of the perfect balance between
lighting, architecture and technology.

Global Portfolio | House of Worship Projects

HACIENDA LAS MARÍAS
CHAPEL

Awarded 

Lighting, Audio, Control





The new Santo Eccehomo Cathedral was built in Valledupar
with architectural features that make it worthy of the title
of the “largest catholic cathedral in Colombia”.

It is an extraordinary place, which have the capacity to 
accommodate 2,500 people that are able to experience 
religious ceremonies with a clear and focused sound. 
Lighting was designed enhance the details and the artistic 
heritage, preserving the integrity and aesthetic 
characteristics.

Global Portfolio | House of Worship Projects

CATEDRAL SAINT
ECCEHOMO

Lighting, Audio, Video Streaming, Control
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The Interactive Center of Urban Memory (CIMU) is a
museum full of interactive and audiovisual experiences
that aims to encourage the creation of memory, the
promotion of dialogue, reflection and citizen construction,
through knowledge and appreciation of the historical and
cultural heritage of the city of Barranquilla and the
department of Atlántico.

Global Portfolio | Cultural Projects

INTERACTIVE CENTER
OF URBAN MEMORY -
CIMU

Concepting, Design, Digital Signage, Lighting, Audio, Video, Control





Global Portfolio | Cultural Projects

In this house museum, technology had to fulfill the
function of elevating the perception of the objects and
generating an intimate and direct connection with the
space. 

In many of the stations the technology is there, without
distracting the visitor, but at the same time it is the
bridge that allows them to be more receptive to the
story that it's been told.

SIMÓN BOLÍVAR MUSEUM

Lighting, Audio, Video, Digital Signage, Content production, Control
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CORPORATE



The new Verdi showroom is based on a very different
concept compared to traditional environments dedicated
to the presentation of products. It is a space that offers 
an immersive, almost theatrical experience that invites
you to live it in successive phases. Perfectly integrated
lighting, sound and automation are the magic behind this
enchanting space.

Global portfolio | Corporate projects

SHOWROOM VERDI

Lighting, Audio, Control





In this era of digital revolution, we bring our technology to
one of the most important projects for Barranquilla in the
coming years.

 
Lighting, sound, control and large format projection  
are used to recreate the suites that their owners will 
enjoy, guaranteeing an unforgettable experience that 
will position the city as one of the top destinations for
entertainment on the region.

Global Portfolio | Entertainment Projects

SHOWROOM ARENA DEL RÍO

Lighting, Audio, Video Mapping, Videoconference, Control
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A system developed specifically for the needs of this
forensic center makes it possible to visualize, record and
store videos of the procedures performed with the highest
quality and reliability.

The projection room is fully automated in terms of 
lighting, curtain control, audio and video equipment. This
project was supported by the U.S. Embassy in Colombia
and the U.S. Department of Justice, which required high
security and quality standards.

CENTER FOR HUMAN
IDENTIFICATION 

Global Portfolio | Government Projects

A/V Design and Specifications, Video servers, Control 





The Puerta de Oro Convention Center is the most modern
complex for events in the Caribbean region of Colombia.
Puerta de Oro has a capacity for 16.000 people at the main  
pavillion and an auditorium with a capacity for 400 people,
which was designed in a versatile manner so that it can be
used for smaller conferences and events. 

In addition, a Public Address System was installed to play 
ambient music and/or make emergency calls in each of the
areas and corridors independently or in groups.

PUERTA DE ORO
CONVENTION CENTER

Global Portfolio | Government Projects

Paging System, Acoustics, A/V, Control, Architectural 
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With a capacity for 12,000 spectators, the Edgar Rentería is
a baseball stadium rebuilt from the ground up. Qualified as
“the best baseball stadium in Latin America”.

 
This is the only baseball stadium in Colombia that meets 
the specifications of the MLB and has a top sound system
for music and paging.

Global Portfolio | Sports arenas Projects

EDGAR RENTERÍA STADIUM

Public Address System





The project to modernize the sound system of the Estadio
Metropolitano Roberto Meléndez, home of the Colombia
national team and Atletico Junior, improved the experience
of fans and raise the emotions before and during matches,
thanks to better coverage, power and intelligibility in every
seat.

Global Portfolio | Sports arenas Projects

METROPOLITANO ESTADIUM

Public Address System





The stadium of Santa Marta, with capacity for 18,000
spectators, has an impressive sound system. Its purpose is
not only focused on announcements and ambient music,
but in musical and cultural presentations of great quality.

SIERRA NEVADA STADIUM

Global Portfolio | Sports arenas Projects

Public Address System
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SHOWROOM BARRANQUILLA · CARRERA 53 # 79-127 
+57 (304) 377 4855

BOGOTÁ DESIGN LAB · CALLE 81 # 8-60
+57 (301) 692 1907

BOGOTÁ SHOWROOM · CALLE 93B # 9-91


